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Introduction
Since 2005, there has been a substantial transformation in asbestos litigation as nonmalignant claimant filings have declined dramatically in virtually all jurisdictions as a result of a number of factors. First, courts and legislatures in a number of key jurisdictions adopted inactive dockets and statutory medical criteria to address mass filings by the unimpaired.1 Second, the landmark opinion by the manager of the federal multidistrict silica litigation also led courts to be alert to potential fraud and to begin to review all mass tort claims, especially asbestos claims, with greater scrutiny.2 There are pockets, however, where suspect nonmalignant claims continue to be pressed. This commentary will study two jurisdictions that have continued the recent national trend of preventing flimsy or meritless claims generated by lawyer-driven screenings from gaining traction: Indiana and the federal MDL. It will then discuss another jurisdiction, Wayne County, Michigan, where the presiding judge seems resistant to the national trend and to continuing the positive steps with respect to his own past exclusion of unreliable expert causation evidence. This commentary argues that courts confronting pockets of nonmalignant filings generated as a result of screenings should join the enlightened view started by Judge Jack and now shared by many asbestos judges that have taken steps to improve the asbestos litigation environment. From both a legal and policy perspective this approach is far superior to one that abdicates the proper judicial gatekeeping role regarding the admissibility of expert evidence because of its powerful effect in court.

By way of background, the “epidemic” of silica litigation arising in the early 2000s may be attributed in large part to screening outfits such as Respiratory Testing Services, Inc. (RTS), Netherland & Mason (N&M) and Occupational Diagnostics. Due to the massive growth of asbestos-related claims over the same timeframe, mass screening failures drastically dictated fluctuations in the number of asbestos-related claims filed each year. Armed with the primary goal of locating potential plaintiffs ripe for suit, RTS and its screening counterparts combed the national landscape for a sizeable inventory of positive silica and asbestos-related diagnoses by which attorneys could pirate mass tort litigation,3 painting a portrait of a systematically erroneous system generating diagnoses incentivized solely by profit.
However, the use of mass screening diagnoses for use as causative evidence came to an abrupt halt in 2005, when Judge Janis Jack, a federal judge in the Southern District of Texas, evaluated the screening evidence used in the Asbestos Multidistrict Litigation (MDL) 1553 and deemed such evidence inadmissible for “[failure] to satisfy the minimum, medically-acceptable criteria for the diagnosis of silicosis . . .”4 Though Judge Jack determined the Court had subject-matter jurisdiction over only one of 111 MDL cases, the residual effects from her order are not exclusive to silica litigation and also permeate asbestos litigation today.5 Recently, Judge Theodore Sosin and Commissioner Kenneth H. Johnson of the Marion County Complex Litigation Docket in Indianapolis, Indiana entered a series of orders excluding and striking not only materials produced by RTS, but also any testimony, reports and opinions relying upon RTS materials. Subsequently, in the MDL, District Court Judge Eduardo Robreno dismissed 70 cases for failure to submit sufficient diagnostic reports, or in some cases, none at all.

How Medical Screening Goes Awry

Medical screening for occupational and environmental lung diseases such as asbestos or silicosis, when performed properly, has the benefit of identifying occupations and industries where potentially dangerous exposure to a substance may occur so as to reduce hazardous exposures in the future. However, screening is merely a preliminary step in the determination of the presence of an occupational lung disease; in other words, the use of a chest x-ray and work history alone is insufficient to make a reliable and firm diagnosis. Rather, an appropriate assessment of occupational lung disease includes proper chosen and interpreted chest imaging; a complete exposure history; symptom review; pulmonary function testing; and physical examination.6 These programs should also include patient education, counseling, treatment, as an explanation of findings to the patient.7 Failure to implement any of these aspects in a clinical assessment unsuccessfully meets the standard of care and ethics in occupational health; accordingly, screenings dictated by attorneys can be dangerous when they do not provide the appropriate counseling or treatment for those screened.8

However, not all screening outfits meet AOEC’s standards and opt for an “entrepreneurial” model of litigation.9 For example, RTS, founded in 1994 by a pipefitter with no experience in medical technology or pulmonary lung function tests (PFT), emphasized the quantity of claims while wavering on the accuracy of the medical data.10 Moreover, its *modus operandi* encapsulated the fraudulent practices perpetuated by screening companies: failure to follow adopted criteria used in diagnosing asbestos-related disease; focus on generating higher number of claims; uncertified technicians and/or equipment; and, of course, the existence of financial incentives to produce positive diagnoses and readings.11

Plaintiffs’ firms and screening companies12 targeted the same demographic and formed a symbiotic relationship in searching for possible clientele. Law firms provided screening companies with lists of existing plaintiffs and workers at industrial sites to contact, and expanded outreach efforts to placing advertisements in newspapers, renting billboard space, employing direct mail campaigns to selected audiences reaching audiences in the tens-of-thousands, and offered toll-free phone numbers offering assistance and information.13 Stocked with x-ray machines and equipment used to administer PFT, employees, without the appropriate medical training, conducted screenings out of mobile vans parked at factories and mall parking lots.14

During a screening, a potential plaintiff meets with a representative from the law firm sponsoring the screenings and signs a retainer agreement on contingency if the individual tests positive for an asbestos-related condition.15 Almost without fail, participants sign the agreement and quickly find themselves assisted by company representatives in filling out a form calling for personal information and a medical release.16 While providing assistance, each screening company representative leads a potential plaintiff to disclose work history, job sites, or product exposure information sufficient to establish eligibility for compensation and free screening.17 RTS’ founder, Charles Foster, offered incontrovertible testimony before Judge Jack his diagnoses are litigation driven; when asked by the Court “What is your training on this, on [diagnosing] silicosis?” Mr. Foster responded, “Whatever the criteria the law firm sets.”18

In Indiana, asbestos and silica screenings never evolved out of an isolated problem; rather, screening companies and their staffs brought the “medical screening” scam
within Indiana’s borders. Although the apparent purpose of the screenings was to determine if a person suffered from an occupational lung disease, the reality of the Indiana screenings, just like the screenings detailed in Judge Janis Jack’s 2005 decision, was that they “were driven neither by health nor justice: they were manufactured for money.”

In Indiana, from 1998 through 2004, RTS conducted over 70 screenings per day, eventually resulting in over 4,000 individuals screened, with over 1,800 positive results, and approximately $1.7 million in fees collected. On September 27, 2002, Dr. Robert Altmeyer screened ninety-two individuals in Indianapolis in one day at one location, during which he conducted all B reads, physical examinations, and diagnoses. Allotted a mere five minutes to conduct each examination, Dr. Altmeyer completed all steps he needed to diagnose an individual in the time it takes to fry an egg. As a result, 45 percent of the 92 screened tested positive for an occupational lung disease.

Early Attempts To Bar Screening Materials: Judge Jack’s Seminal Opinion
Nationwide, from 2001 to 2003, plaintiffs claiming silica related injuries skyrocketed and by 2003, more than 10,000 claims had aggregated in Judge Jack’s MDL. Many of Judge Jack’s decisions throughout the course of litigation were unconventional. First, early in the case, Judge Jack required early disclosures which revealed that only twelve doctors diagnosed more than 9,000 plaintiffs and that a large number of them had previously filed claims for asbestos related diseases. In addition, Judge Jack allowed the depositions of diagnosing doctors in her presence in the form of Daubert hearings and actively participated in cross-examinations. Judge Jack’s management of the case, although unprecedented, exposed gross abuses by screening companies, plaintiffs’ lawyers, and “doctors.” Although some have said that Judge Jack’s decision has caused silica litigation to collapse, the mold was not broken and the litigation model is still seen in Indiana.

Indiana’s Response To The Scandal: Challenging The ‘Experts’
As evidenced by defense attorneys in Judge Jack’s silica MDL, uncovering grossly inadequate diagnostic practices requires defense attorneys who do not shy away from confrontational tactics in order to challenge diagnoses. Mirroring prior efforts of the defense bar in the MDL, defense counsel in Marion County, Indiana followed an arduous and piecemeal journey in challenging the reliability and admissibility of several of plaintiffs’ expert witness testimony, reports and opinions in a progressively decreasing batch of silica/mixed-dust/asbestos cases pending in Marion County, Indiana.

Beginning with the materials generated by RTS, the defense carefully portrayed a history of manipulated patient histories, suspicious medical affiliations and unreliable methodologies in diagnosing asbestos and silica related disease. Chronicling each plaintiff’s journey through the RTS screening process, certain motions to exclude RTS Materials revealed no mention of alleged exposure to silica or asbestos in the plaintiff’s work history. For the Marion County screenings, RTS employed a variety of physicians including Dr. Walter Allen Oaks of Mobile, Alabama to perform review and analysis x-rays, while Dr. Altmeyer reviewed the occupational history, Dr. Oaks’s B-Read results and PFT results in reaching a diagnosis.

It is telling of the effect Judge Jack’s opinion had on future screening litigation, as Dr. Altmeyer renounced any perceived affiliation with plaintiffs in Marion County, and even supplied affidavits to the same effect, specifically stating an unwillingness to serve as an expert witness for any of the individuals involved. Following in Dr. Altemeyer’s footsteps, Charles Foster has routinely exercised his Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination in lieu of testifying about the screening practices of his company including, but not limited to: his work with doctors; the authenticity of the X-rays and pulmonary function tests generated by his company; and any positive rates guaranteed by his company. Suggesting the same rationale Judge Jack employed in her landmark opinion, the defense posited the RTS screenings, and the opinions, conclusions and reports resulting from its poisonous tree were driven solely by profit margins, and not out of any concern for health or safety. On every account, the defense argued plaintiffs failed to establish the reliability and admissibility of each expert’s testimony, conclusion and opinions. However, in an attempt to survive pending summary judgment motions, plaintiffs incorporated new causation evidence in their responsive briefing: unauthenticated, unsworn “letters” from
Dr. Newman and inconclusive and inadmissible affidavits from Dr. Arthur Frank, neither of which were previously identified nor disclosed in the course of the litigation.

Defendants’ momentum in excluding plaintiffs’ purported causation evidence began on October 22, 2009, when Judge Sosin issued two orders excluding a portion of the challenged expert proximate cause evidence relied upon by plaintiffs. Agreeing with defendants, Judge Sosin found the documents, records, and diagnostic materials generated by RTS contained unreliable conclusions which are inadmissible under the Indiana Rules of Evidence. Once Judge Sosin excluded the underlying foundation of the Marion County diagnoses, he paved a pathway for the defense to extend their efforts to all causation evidence relying upon the RTS materials. Specifically, this Court excluded and struck from the record “all documents, records and diagnostic materials generated by Respiratory Testing Services, Inc., in the course of conducting mass screenings and any opinions and conclusions therein” because all such documents are “unreliable and, therefore, inadmissible, pursuant to Rules 702 and 703 of the Indiana Rules of Evidence.” Additionally, this Court excluded and struck from the record Dr. Newman’s January 15, 2008 report, as well as his opinions and conclusions therein, finding that “Dr. Newman relied upon documents generated by Respiratory Testing Services which have been deemed unreliable by this Court and, therefore, his opinions and conclusions are unreliable and, therefore, inadmissible, pursuant to Rules 702 and 703 of the Indiana Rules of Evidence.”

Next, defendants challenged the admissibility of Plaintiffs’ proffered “new” expert evidence, specifically arguing that Dr. Newman’s and Dr. Frank’s opinions again failed to meet admissibility requirements under the Indiana Rules of Evidence for failure to employ scientific methodology or principles or generally accepted medical standards or criteria and are scientifically unreliable. Specifically, defendants note Dr. Newman failed to conduct any differential diagnoses which could possibly lay the foundation for admissible causation evidence. Further, Dr. Frank’s affidavit involved a tardy attempt under court-imposed deadlines to rehabilitate Dr. Newman’s “new” opinions as well as prior discovery responses, disclosing diagnosis history.

Over three days in January 2010, Judge Kenneth H. Johnson of the Marion County Complex Litigation Docket held a hearing to determine the issue of the admissibility of the remaining expert proximate causation evidence upon which plaintiffs purportedly based their claims and which was challenged by many defendants. After hearing all of the tendered evidence and argument, including extensive testimony from Dr. Gary K. Friedman as to the standards, criteria, and methodology for determining if any interstitial fibrosis may be related to asbestos or silica, the court issued an order striking and excluding all of the remaining expert proximate causation evidence on which plaintiffs relied to support their claims herein as unreliable and inadmissible. With the ruling excluding all of the plaintiffs’ proffered evidence, the defense eliminated all evidence on the issue of proximate cause and upon which plaintiffs could rely to support their claims that each proffered plaintiff suffered from an asbestos-related or silica-related disease.

However, the defense counsel’s work in Marion County was still not complete. Though previously stricken without objection on procedural grounds, the Court did not yet have occasion to evaluate the substance of the affidavit under Indiana Rules of Evidence. Additionally, this Court excluded and struck from the record Dr. Newman’s January 15, 2008 report, as well as his opinions and conclusions therein, finding that “Dr. Newman relied upon documents generated by Respiratory Testing Services which have been deemed unreliable by this Court and, therefore, his opinions and conclusions are unreliable and, therefore, inadmissible, pursuant to Rules 702 and 703 of the Indiana Rules of Evidence.”

Referring to Judge Jack’s famous Daubert hearing and Dr. Friedman’s prior testimony taking into account various literature and criteria from governing bodies such as the American Thoracic Society (ATS) and the American College of Chest Physicians, counsel argued Dr. Frank must meet three criteria in order to properly diagnose an individual with silicosis or asbestosis: first, he must present radiographic evidence consistent with changes seen in silicosis or asbestosis, second, he must demonstrate a reliable history of adequate exposure, and third, he must exclude alternative causes for the radiographic findings. Dr. Frank’s evidence failed to meet any of the necessary criteria to formulate a diagnosis, let alone state any type of methodology or principles used in reaching his alleged diagnosis; further, Dr. Frank reviewed and relied upon information, reports and records previously
struck by the Court to support his opinion and purported diagnosis, what defense counsel deemed "the fruit of a poisonous tree."44

The following day after argument the Court granted defendants’ motion, agreeing that Dr. Frank employed unreliable methodology in reaching his opinions and conclusions and the conclusions, opinions and diagnosis contained in his affidavit were medically and scientifically unreliable.45 A short seven weeks from this order, plaintiffs’ counsel moved to dismiss all remaining defendants in the active cases in which the order applied. Despite the monumental success of defense counsel’s steady push to obliterate all of plaintiff’s purported causative evidence, the Court recently held Dr. Frank cannot be barred as a blanket measure, but rather, any subsequent motions to exclude or strike must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.46

Subsequent Success In The MDL
District Court Judge Eduardo Robreno’s recent opinion in MDL 875 not only reiterates Judge Jack’s 2005 cautionary tale, but exemplifies the judiciary’s continued awareness and role in eliminating cases with insufficient medical evidence, due to procedural non-conformity, or otherwise.47 After consolidation of nearly 2,000 cases in the MDL filed by the Cascino Vaughan Law Offices, United States Magistrate Judge David Strawbridge established various deadlines for the parties, among them, a deadline for plaintiffs to submit to the central records database all medical evidence which is either in their possession, presented to or relied upon by their experts, or submitted to a bankruptcy trust.48 Cascino Vaughan, however, disregarded the deadlines set forth in the scheduling order, as well as the warnings issued in Judge Jack’s landmark decision.

As a result, various defendants filed motions to dismiss in numerous cases pending in MDL 875 under Federal Rule 41(b), for failure to comply with the deadlines based on either lack of submissions or allegedly inadequate submissions.49 Stressing the importance of District Court judges “hav[ing] authority to manage their dockets, especially during massive litigation’ such as multidistrict litigation,” Judge Robreno granted defendants’ motions to dismiss where plaintiffs failed to timely submit x-rays, despite averments from plaintiffs’ counsel that x-rays are currently in their possession.50 Further, the Court refused to extend plaintiffs’ deadlines set forth in the scheduling order any further, as plaintiffs offered no explanation supporting a finding of good cause to alter the scheduling order.51 Focused upon the guidance and “roadmap” function scheduling orders provide for a party to reach the merits of a claim, Judge Robreno noted when counsel fails to comply without justification, the delay not only affects the instant case, but all others waiting in the queue.52

In matters where x-rays have been submitted, defendants moved to dismiss on the basis that the x-rays, conducted by N&M, could not be verified or authenticated according to regulatory and statutory requirements, on account of its owners’ prior assertions of Fifth Amendment privileges when originally questioned as to N&M’s practices.53 Judge Robreno echoed Judge Jack in acknowledging the “increasingly common” role of the judiciary in mass tort litigation regarding requirements for diagnosing reports and submissions.54 Due to the unavailability of N&M representatives to authenticate diagnosing reports, Judge Robreno considered the reports invalid and insufficient to satisfy the Court’s Administrative Order No. 12.55 This opinion should serve as a warning to counsel as to the repercussions of relying on the deficient diagnoses provided by outfits such as N&M; acknowledging the longstanding understanding as to the invalid reputation these diagnoses have come to receive, Judge Robreno notes counsel should have recognized the deficient nature of its diagnostic materials long before current attempts for leave to retain new reports.56 Lending additional credence to standards promulgated by organizations such as ATS and the AOEC in determining whether a claim is legally cognizable, this opinion recognizes the importance of submitting diagnostic material which considers a complete exposure history as any material excluding this information lacks a basis on medically-accepted principles and practices.57 It is also with decreasing probability that cases like those dismissed by Judge Robreno will channel into bankruptcy trust claims, as several trusts require reasonable confidence that medical evidence in support of the claim is credible and consistent with recognizable medical standards and refuse to process claims relying upon specific physicians and screening facilities.58

Not All Challenges Shall Be Victorious
Despite the monumental changes screenings litigation by Judge Jack’s 2005 opinion, echoed with the recent
victories in Indiana and the MDL, plaintiffs and defendants continue to battle over the admissibility of diagnoses offered by doctors. Plaintiffs persist in filing claims of mixed-dust disease using unreliable diagnoses, while defendants continue to weed through the thousands of cases generated by nouveau screening schemes.

However, judicial rulings upon the reliability issue are not one-sided. Last year, Wayne County Circuit Judge Robert J. Colombo, Jr. ruled on the admissibility of positive diagnoses issued by Dr. Ella Kazerooni and Dr. George E. Metropoulos. Defendants moved to exclude Dr. George E. Metropoulos’ diagnostic opinions by alleging that the X-rays he used for the diagnoses were illegally obtained, the diagnoses were inconsistent with the diagnoses of Plaintiffs’ treating physicians and the B-read upon which the diagnoses were based are inaccurate and unreliable. Defendants claimed that Dr. Metropoulos was nothing more than a Plaintiffs’ hired “go-to” doctor. Plaintiffs countered that the defense failed to seriously question Dr. Metropoulos’ diagnoses, and principally based their challenge of Dr. Metropoulos’ on the fact that he relied on Dr. Kazerooni’s unreliable and inaccurate B-readings.

In a surprising rejection of defendants’ arguments, Judge Columbo initially addressed the admissibility of Dr. Kazerooni. In finding Dr. Kazerooni a reliable witness, Judge Columbo stressed her passing of the B-reading test, her two certifications, and her being published in a peer reviewed study, concluding she had many professional positions and was well respected among her peers. With regard to Dr. Metropoulos, Judge Columbo ruled many doctors rely upon B-reads to diagnose asbestosis, and although Dr. Metropoulos testified that he could not read B-reads or X-rays, he relied on Dr. Kazerooni’s B-reads in addition to considering alternative causes before making a final diagnosis. The court further noted that although the case was fashioned as a Daubert hearing to determine the reliability and the methodology used by both doctors, defendants failed to present a proper Daubert challenge because the case was “really about whether this Court should believe” the doctors. Thus, the court held that Dr. Metropoulos’ diagnoses were reliable.

**Conclusion**
The exclusion of the screening materials, as well as the opinions and diagnoses reliant upon them, in both Indiana and the MDL marks progress in obliterating use of unreliable litigation physicians in mass tort litigation, and should act as a measuring stick for courts encountering nonmalignancy claims. Defendants must remain diligent in challenging litigation abuses posed by screening diagnoses, as the presumption that all cases filed in the court system are legitimate remains unfounded. The precedent set in both Indiana and the federal MDL reiterate the resonant impact of Judge Jack’s ruling and further demonstrate how permitting broad, systematic discovery and investigation into the methods and techniques used in mass tort screenings can uncover “assembly-line, medically indefensible diagnoses.” However, the recent trends of those courts willing to reduce the procedural obstacles in identifying illegitimate diagnoses illustrate how ever-present nonmalignancies may be disposed of with judicial ease. Therefore, when defendants marshal this type of evidence, courts need not look beyond the guidance offered by Indiana and the MDL, but must act on it to prevent further injustice.

---
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